Android app clone detection has been extensively studied in our community, and a number of effective approaches and frameworks were proposed and released. However, there still remains one open challenge that has not been well addressed in previous work, i.e., the authorship attribution for the detected app clones. Although state-of-the-art approaches could accurately identify repackaged apps in one way or another, no convincing method has been proposed to identify the original app and the authentic author from the repackaged app pairs, which greatly limits the usage scenario of app clone detection techniques. For example, app market maintainers have to manually confirm the identified repackaged app pairs, while in most cases, it is challenging for them to make an accurate decision. In this paper, we propose AppAuth, a novel learning-based approach to predict the authorship of app clones. To be specific, for a given Android app clone pair (or a group of repackaged apps identified), AppAuth could accurately infer the original author of the plagiarized apps. Our approach is motivated by the traditional authorship attribution studies on binary files. AppAuth first extracts a number of coding-style-related features from the executable .apk files, and then relies on machine learning techniques to train a classification model. We have conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of AppAuth. The experiment results suggest that we are able to infer the authorship for Android app clones with high precision. Our work is the first one that tackles the problem systematically and we believe our efforts could positively contribute to the research community and boost the research of app repacking detection and authorship attribution studies.
security and privacy issues. It is reported that over 85% of Android malicious apps were distributed in the way of app repackaging [6] , and 14% of the advertising revenue and 10% of the user base for a developer are diverted to app clones on average [3] .
App clones have attracted a large number of research efforts in recent year. Various approaches have been proposed to detect app clones, including approaches based on simple hashing (e.g., feature hashing [7] and fuzzy hashing [8] ), static semantic feature based approach (e.g., [9] , [10] ), approaches that adopted general code clone detection techniques (e.g., [4] , [11] ), resource-based similarity detection [12] [13] [14] , and app UI based detection [15] [16] [17] , etc. According to a recent survey study [18] , over 50 approaches were proposed to address the app clone issue in the past few years. All of the aforementioned approaches have reported promising results towards detecting app clones, and a large number of app clone pairs were identified in the app markets. For example, Wang et al. [1] have identified that over 10% of apps across app markets (including Google Play and alternative ones) belong to app clones, which is inline with the previous studies [7] , [11] .
Challenge: However, there still remains one open challenge that has not addressed by previous studies. Although state-of-the-art techniques could accurately detect app clone pairs (apps that share similar features), it is non-trivial for them to pinpoint the authorship of the app clones automatically, i.e., which one is the original app and who is the real creator of the app. Although some heuristic approaches have been proposed, e.g., checking the submission time of the app, comparing the popularity of the app (download times), checking the size of the app, or comparing the proportion of non-primary code. However, none of these solutions are perfectly sound and it is easy for hackers to evade the heuristic-based detection. This challenge has been widely acknowledged by the research community, as mentioned in almost all the app clone detection studies [11] , [18] . This challenge is important, as existing app clone approaches could flag thousands of app clone pairs in the market, while it is not feasible for app market maintainers to differentiate which one is the original app and who is the authentic developer, which greatly limits the usage scenario of app clone detection techniques.
Motivating Example: Table 1 has shown a motivating example of an app clone pair. Traditional app clone detection tools are able to identify that these two apps are very similar at different levels, e.g., SimiDroid [19] identifies these two apps with high similarity of 98.9% at dex code methodlevel, 71.4% at resource-level and 100% at component-level. However, it is hard to differentiate which one is the original one, and who is the authentic developer, as these apps have identical label names, icons, and similar package names and even file sizes. So, it is a urgent requirement of distinguishing the real creator from the plagiarist. This Paper: We proposed AppAuth, a novel learning-based approach to infer the authorship for the detected app clone pairs. Our approach is motivated by the traditional authorship attribution studies for binary files [20] , [21] , that developers may leave some coding styles and developing behaviors in the binary code, which could help us to perform authorship attribution. This key idea is the foundation of authorship attribution, and a number of papers in the past years have demonstrated this idea is reliable and feasible [20] [21] [22] [23] . Thus, in this paper, we have adopted the same idea to the mobile app clone detection domain. Although the mobile apps have been compiled and compressed (in the format of .apk), the coding styles and developing behaviors of app developers (e.g., data structure [21] and instruction opcode [20] ) have been kept in the executable files, which could be used for us to trace back to the most likely original apps/developers. Thus, for a given app clone pair (with different signature/authorship), in order to differentiate the original author, we first harvest a number of the apps released by these two developers (candidates). By incorporating a number of developing related features, we then trained a machinelearning classifier based on state-of-the-art techniques. The trained model could be used to infer the authorship of the repackaged apps.
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we have performed a set of comprehensive experiments. In the first set of experiments, we have collected 3, 871 apps developed by 273 developers as our ground-truth dataset. We performed a strict evaluation, i.e., for any app in our dataset, we seek to predict who is the authentic developer of the app from hundreds of developers. The experiment results suggest that our approach could achieve over 80% accuracy under different conditions (e.g., different number of candidates and the levels of existing knowledge of developers). In the second set of experiments, we applied AppAuth to 75 app clone pairs in the wild labeled by previous app repackaging detection studies. The experiment result suggested that, our approach could assign developers to over 92% (69 pairs) of the app clone pairs. This paper makes the following main research contributions:
• To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first systematic work that tackles the challenge of authorship attribution for repackaged apps, which could greatly facilitate existing app clone studies. By extracting a set of developing-related features and leveraging machine learning techniques, we have shown the promising result of our approach.
• We have performed extensive experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach. Our approach could achieve over 80% of accuracy when predicting the authorship of a given app among hundreds of developers.
We also compared the importance of different features for authorship attribution.
• We have release the prototype of AppAuth, along with all of the benchmarks and experiment results in this work to our research community at: https://github.com/ buptkick/AppAuth We believe that our efforts can positively contribute to the research of app repackaging detection and authorship attribution, and shed a light on combining program analysis and machine learning techniques to address the traditional software engineering challenges.
II. BACKGROUND A. APP CLONE
App Clone, or app repackaging, refers to the core process of unpacking an Android app, and then repackaging it after a probable modification of the decompiled code (e.g., inserting malicious payload or removing the advertising libraries) and/or of other resource files (e.g., replacing the app name, package name, app icons, the requested permissions, etc.). As Android apps are signed with the developer certificate, 1 thus the repackaged app has different developer certificate compared with the original one, even if when no modification of the code has been performed by the plagiarists.
Thus, in general, there are two main characteristics for considering two apps as a repackaged app pair in our community: (1) the apps share a large portion of the core code (e.g., code similarity exceeds 80% 2 ), and (2) they are signed by different developer signatures.
B. AUTHORSHIP ATTRIBUTION FOR APP CLONES
Given an app repackaging pair (or app clone pair), constituted by two similar apps, one being a repackaged version of the other, it is commonly accepted that it remains challenging to distinguish which app is the original [11] , [18] . Even if when looking at the developer signature information, it is usually hard to make an accurate decision.
Instead, past studies often rely on heuristics to identify the original app/developer. For example, some work proposed to compare the packaging/compilation time, i.e., the time-stamp that could be extracted from the classes.dex file. Some other researchers also proposed to compare the time to be listed on the app markets, the number of app installs and app ratings (which could reflect the app popularity), and the size of the apps, etc. All of such heuristics are easy to be bypassed by sophisticated plagiarists. For example, the plagiarists could manipulate the compilation time of their repackaged apps.
Thus, it is an unsolved challenge in the domain of app repackaging detection. This challenge limits the usage scenarios of app repackaging detection techniques greatly. For example, although thousands of app clone pairs could be identified in a given app market (e.g., Google Play or thirdparty app markets), it is challenging for the app market maintainers to decide which app should be removed [24] , as the state-of-the-art detection tools offer no convincing information on the original app/developer.
C. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Here, we first formulate the problem we seek to solve in this paper, in the following way.
For a given app repackaging pair (constituting two apps App 1 and App 2 ), or a cluster of clone apps (constituting more than 2 similar apps, e.g., App 1 , App 2 , . . . , and App n ), our goal is to infer which app is most likely to be the original one. Suppose we have extracted all the developer signatures from the apps (e.g., Dev 1 , Dev 2 , . . . , and Dev n ), and we have collected a number of apps developed by the developers (e.g., a list of apps developed by Dev 1 ). In this way, this problem has turned to be a classification task, i.e., predicting the original author of the apps from a list of candidate developers (and the corresponding apps they developed). Our goal is to build such a classifier to accurately pinpointing the real developer.
III. APPROACH
In this section, we first introduce the key idea in this work and the overall design of AppAuth, and then we depict each component separately.
A. OVERVIEW OF AppAuth
Key Idea: Our approach is motivated by the traditional authorship attribution studies [20] , [21] . Although the mobile apps have been compiled, compressed, and even obfuscated, the binary files still keep certain coding styles and developing behaviors of app creators. In this paper, we call these behaviors as developing-related characteristics. As such, for a given app clone pair, the original app and the repackaged app should still keep the developing-related features of the original developer. In this way, we could retrieve a number of the apps created by the corresponding two or more authors, and then build a classifier to infer the real original developer.
Overall Architecture: The overall architecture of AppAuth is shown in Fig. 1 . Our tool is mainly composed of three modules. For each app, we first decompile it, and then get the bytecode and resource files. As we seek to incorporate as much features as possible to infer the developing-related characteristics during our training phase, we have kept all the possible information we could get. Then, we designed a fingerprint generator, which is used to extract various kinds of features from multiple levels, i.e., code-level, resourcelevel, and configuration-level, separately. For the extracted features, we further take advantage of the machine learning based approach to build a prediction model. Authorship attribution is performed based on the trained model.
We will further describe the fingerprint generator and machine learning classifier in the following subsections, III-B and III-C, respectively.
B. FINGERPRINT GENERATOR
Previous studies for authorship attribution usually extract the developing-related features from one type of source, e.g., source code [25] , executable binary code [21] or strings in the resource files [23] . Different from traditional executable files, an Android app is a compressed file that contains all the necessary settings, resources, and the binary code when it running on an Android smartphone. Thus, to mining as much developing-related characteristics as possible from Android apps, the features should be extracted from not only the binary code but also the other sources (e.g., settings and resources) compressed in the Android App. As such, we seek to generate a multi-level stylistic fingerprint for authorship attribution and further use it to resolve the repackaging problem for Android apps.
Here, we propose to extract the developing-related characteristics from three different levels, i.e., (1) binary codelevel features from the .dex file, (2) resource-level features from the decompiled resource files and the overall package structures, and (3) configuration-level features extracted from Android Manifest file.
1) CODE-LEVEL FEATURES
Though the developing-related characteristics of developers have dropped much after compiling from source code (e.g., number of spaces, tabs, indentation, use of upper or lower case for variable names, number of special macros, which were widely used in source code level authorship attribution), previous work [20] , [21] suggested that the compiled binary files still retain some representative features that can be used to identify the authorship. In this work, we consider to extract three kinds of code level features from the dex bytecode, 3 including array features, opcode features and the construction features.
Array Features: Array is a kind of data structure that can be used to store multiple values in a single variable. In general, arrays are meant to store data of similar type, these are very common in Android development and are used in almost all Android apps. Gonzalez et al. [21] found that developers' decisions influence more on the usage of array related data structures than the functionality of the app, which means that certain developers tend to use a particular range of array's length not only depends on functional requirement but also coding style.
For the array length related features, we count the average, median and standard deviation of the length of the arrays that used in each app. In addition, we also count the ratio of arrays with constant length used in each app.
The reason why we choose such features is that we empirically found that these array-related features are shown to be effective in differentiating app developers. For example, we consider two different developers from Google Play here, named ''Paperton'' and ''Pocketmags.com.au'', separately. Both of them have released dozens of apps in Google Play, and all the apps they released belong to the category ''NEWS_AND_MAGAZINES'', which means the functionality of the apps they released are similar in general. When comparing the array-related features of them, it suggests great difference, which is shown in Fig. 2 . It is interesting to see that (cf. Fig. (2a) ), the average values of three features, namely ''average of the length of the array'', ''median of the length of the array'' and ''standard deviation of the length of the array'', are very different across the developers. However, these features are relatively stable for the apps released by the same developer (the variation is 9.8% on average), as shown in Fig. (2b) . Therefore, the usage of arrays could be a potential indicator of a developer's distinctive development style. Note that the feature importance will be evaluated in Section IV-C.
Opcode Features: Opcode is the binary instruction code of Dalvik operation. Here, we consider two types of opcode features. First, as array is an important indicator for authorship attribution, array operation related opcode should also be prioritized. So we calculate the ratio of ''aget'' and ''aput'' instructions which are related to array operation and the instructions are show in Table 3 . Besides, all the Android opcodes are divided into two main categories, i.e., functional-related and mathematical-related, by the official Android development instructions, 4 as show in Table 4 . Thus, we further calculate the ratio of these two types of opcode in the fingerprint.
Dex Construction Features: Dex code has it own construction of separated sections, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . In this paper, we focus on the usage of methods, classes, fields, and data structure in the data zone of each .dex file, which includes annotation, interface, debug information, etc. Data structure features were among the basic set of developer's attribution measures proposed in previous fundamental work of Spafford et al. [26] for attribution of binary code. As one developer may release a number of apps with different sizes, the numerical values of these data structure may present a huge diversity for just distinct functional reason. Therefore, rather than directly applying the numerical value of these features, we choose to use ratio value to eliminate the deviation of the app size. The details of the construction-related features are shown in Table 2 .
2) CONFIGURATION-LEVEL FEATURES
Each app has declared a manifest file, which describes the essential information about the app, including its package name, app ID, app components, requested permissions, device compatibility configuration, etc. It is embedded in the .apk file in an encoded format. After decompiling the app, we could get the decoded AndroidManifest.xml file and then extract features from it.
App Configurations in the Manifest: App components are the essential building blocks of Android apps. These components are loosely coupled by the application manifest file AndroidManifest.xml that describes each component of the application and how they interact. Each component is an entry point through which the system or a user can enter the app. There are four different types of app components: Activities, Services, Broadcast receivers and Content providers. Each type of component serves a distinct purpose and has a distinct lifecycle that defines how the component is created and destroyed. The manifest does a number of things in addition to declaring the app's components, such as identifies any user permissions and declares hardware and software features. When developers use IDEs to develop their apps, they used to extend the default setting in AndroidManifest.xml file and reused it in other apps. Although some configurations are related to it functional purpose, there are still some particular feature patterns that could reveal the developer's coding style.
The developers who release similar apps (e.g., apps in the same category) tend to reuse a solid setting of the configuration and scarcely modify it. Even some developers who released more than one category of apps also not used to change their AndroidManifest.xml file's configuration too much. So we extract the features such as the number of activities, intent filters, providers, receivers and services that defined in the AndroidManifest.xml file to infer the developing-related features.
Although the items of uses-permission and uses-feature 5 are almost depends on the function of the apps, developers still tend to reuse their settings for the convenience. Besides, there are some malicious developers always want to gain a list of sensitive permissions to archive their purpose, such as gathering the users' privacy data. So we also count the number of items of uses-feature, uses-permission and sensitive uses-permission to gain the features of developers.
3) RESOURCE-LEVEL FEATURES
We further seek to extract features from the decompiled resource files. After decompiling the apps, we would get three extra directories named ''assets'', ''lib'' and ''res''. All the 
4) THE FEATURE VECTOR OF THE FINGERPRINT
Considering all the aforementioned features, we finally generate a feature vector with 34 dimensions for each app, including 14 features from the dex bytecode, 9 configuration features from app manifest, and 11 resource features from the app resource files. All the features extracted in this paper are shown in Table 2 . This feature vector serves as a basis for grouping apps with similar developing-related features and performing the authorship attribution.
C. MACHINE LEARNING BASED AUTHORSHIP ATTRIBUTION
The generated developer fingerprints were used to train the prediction model. The authorship attribution problem could be treated as a supervised learning classification problem. Considering a set of Android app developers, and also the corresponding apps they developed, our work is to generate a model that can be used to classify the unknown apps to their corresponding developers.
To achieve this goal, we choose LightGBM [27] classification algorithm to build our prediction model. LightGBM is a fast, distributed, high performance gradient boosting framework based on decision tree algorithms, which is widely used in various machine learning tasks including ranking, classification, etc. LightGBM use histogram-based algorithm [28] [29] [30] to speed up training and reduce memory usage by dividing continuous feature (attribute) values into discrete bins. In addition, in order to further improve the speed, Light-GBM proposed Gradient-based One-Side Sampling (GOSS) to reduce the number of samples and accelerate training. LightGBM also optimizes the accuracy rate by using leafwise strategy to grow trees. It will select leaf nodes with maximum splitting gain to grow. If the number of leaf nodes is the same, the leaf-wise strategy can reduce more time complexity than the level-wise strategy.
Our problem is a typical multi-classification task, and we employ categorical cross-entropy as our loss function. We choose Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT) [31] as the basic boosting type. Gradient boosting is a machine learning technique for regression and classification problems, which produces a prediction model in the form of an ensemble of weak prediction models, typically decision trees. Then we tune proper hyper-parameters for LightGBM.
Concretely, we set num_leaves as 15, learning_rate as 0.05, feature_fraction as 0.5, which empirically provided the best trade-off between accuracy and processing time. We perform the 10-fold cross-validation where the data was split into training and test sets stratified by developer. We optimize the categorical cross-entropy, which is a loss function of choice in LightGBM for multi-class classification problems. Finally, we calculate the multi-error to measure the accuracy, which is a error rate metrics for multi-class classification in LightGBM. We repeat the training procedure for max 10, 000 rounds and set early stopping rounds as 50 to reduce the overfitting issue.
IV. EVALUATION
Our evaluation has been divided into two parts. First, in this section, to evaluate the effectiveness of AppAuth, we have collected a number of popular apps released by hundreds of developers, and use this dataset as the ground-truth to predict the authorship of any of the given app. Then, in the following section, we will further apply AppAuth to the scenario of authorship attribution for app clone pairs.
A. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
We first curated a large-scale mobile app dataset, and then evaluated the performance of AppAuth in identifying the authorship of a given app. Specifically, during evaluation, we seek to answer the following research questions (RQs): RQ1 How effective is AppAuth in identifying the authorship for a given app? As our main goal in this paper is to identify the original author of the repackaged apps, it is important to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach. RQ2 What kinds of features play the most important roles in flagging the authorship of a given app?
As we have harvested 34 dimensions of features from three different levels (cf. Section III-B), it is quite possible that not all the features are effective in flagging the authorship. RQ3 Is the classification result affected by the limited existing knowledge of the known app developers (e.g., very few apps created)? Our approach is based on the assumption that we have obtained a number of apps released by each developer, and then we could explore the developing-related-features for each app and then train the model to flag the most likely authentic author. However, during our exploration in the wild, it is quite possible that some developers only have released a few number of apps, and we have little knowledge of them. Thus, it is interesting to investigate how the performance of AppAuth is affected by the number of training apps for each developer. RQ4 Is the classification result affected by the diversity of app categories? In general, apps in the same category may share more similarity (either functionality level or code level) than apps of different categories. As our approach mainly learns the features from the released apps for the same developer, it is interesting to investigate whether our approach is affected by the categories of apps one developer released. Thus, we seek to use diverse app and developer datasets with regard to app categories to evaluate the robustness of our approach. RQ5 How do third-party libraries affect the classification result? Previous work suggested that a large portion of the code in an app belongs to third-party libraries (e.g., ad libraries and development libraries, etc.). As third-party libraries were not developed by the developers, thus it is quite possible that it will introduce noisy that would impact the classification results. Thus, we further seek to evaluate how do they affect the classification result, and whether we should eliminate the features that belong to third-party libraries. RQ6 How effective is AppAuth in learning the features for development teams? Can we achieve similar performance comparing with independent developers? Mobile apps could be developed and released by both independent developers and development teams (e.g., companies). In general, apps released by independent developers may share more similarity (either functionality level or code level) than apps released by development teams. As our approach mainly learns the features from the released apps for the same developer, it is interesting to investigate whether our approach is effective in learning the features for development teams. Thus, we seek to label different developer groups to evaluate the robustness of our approach.
B. RQ1: THE EFFECTIVENESS OF AppAuth
Dataset: To evaluate the effectiveness of AppAuth, we have randomly selected 273 developers from Google Play, and then we seek to get all the apps they released using AndroZoo [32] . At last, we have obtained 3, 871 in total, covering all the 42 categories of apps in Google Play. Each developer has released 15.1 apps on average (ranging from 2 to 20), and the number of app categories of released apps for each developer varies from 1 to 12. The great diversity of our dataset could help evaluate our approach in different scenarios.
Overall Result: We applied AppAuth to our dataset with doing the 10-fold cross-validation, i.e., by partitioning the dataset into a training set (9 folds) to train the model, and a test set (1 fold) to evaluate it. For each app in the testing dataset, we seek to predict which author (out of 273 authors) is the real creator of the app. As shown in Fig. 5 , the overall prediction error rate (multi-error) is 0.2, which means that AppAuth could achieve an accuracy of 80% when we predicting the authorship of a given apps among the 273 developers in our dataset.
The Impact of the Number of Target Developers: For the authorship attribution of app clones, the usage scenario is much more simple, i.e., we just need to predict who is the real developer for an app pair (two developers involved) or an app cluster (several app developers). Thus, we further VOLUME 7, 2019 evaluate the impact of the number of target developers on classification results. We have randomly selected different number of developers from our dataset, i.e., 2, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 128 and 273 (the overall dataset), and then applied AppAuth to predict apps for them. As shown in Fig. 5 , it is apparent that with the number of target developers increasing, the average prediction error grows. When we consider less than 10 developers, the prediction accuracy is always higher than 90%.
Filtering the Replicate Apps: During our experiments, we found an interesting scenario that some developers tend to release confusingly similar apps. For example, the developer ''Bam Production'' has released 15 apps, e.g., ''com.bam.cubs'', ''com.bam.ducks'' and ''com.bam. wolves''. To our surprise, we found that all of the released apps have identical dex bytecode, which means that only the resource files have been modified when they releasing apps. Note that, although such cases may preserve more developing-related features (as the code is identical), it may cause the overfitting issue of our prediction model, and the prediction results may be biased. Thus, to further evaluate the prediction model accurately, we introduce a dex filtering step, in order to remove such cases by eliminating the apps that have identical or extremely similar features. Here, we defined the threshold as 90%, which means that we will remove apps with over 90% code similarities from our dataset. We rely on SimiDroid [19] to compare the code similarity. After dex filtering, only 256 developers left (who has created at least two apps after filtering), with 2, 473 apps they released.
As shown in Fig. 5 , after dex filtering step, the average error rate increases slightly, ranging from 2% to 7% (in an average of 5%), according to different experimental settings (the number of developers). For example, considering all the 256 developers (after filtering), the prediction accuracy is 80% before dex filtering, while the accuracy decreases to 77% after removing the similar apps. Note that, in our following exploration, we will consider the dex duplicates and remove such cases first, in order to avoid the bias. In the following, we further seek to analyze how our prediction model is affected by different characteristics of app developers and the diverse features.
Finding #1: Experiment results suggest that it is promising to apply our approach to perform authorship attribution for app clones. Our approach could achieve over 80% of accuracy when predicting the authorship of a given app among hundreds of developers.
C. RQ2-1: FEATURE IMPORTANCE
Method: We further evaluate the importance of extracted features, i.e., which features play the most important roles in the authorship classification. We calculate the feature importance using the LightGBM API feature_importance() with the parameter importance_type in the default value of ''split'', which means that the importance score represents numbers of times the feature is used in a model. 6 That is to say, in general, the higher the score is, the more important the feature is.
Result: As we can see the result in Table 5, Our empirical results suggested that code-level features are most important, thus we further compare the classification accuracy when only applying the code-level features versus using all the features. 7 Annotation is special kind of Java construct used to decorate a class, method, field, parameter, variable, constructor, or package. We generate two different models during our experiments, one trained using code-level features and the other one trained with all the 34 features. As shown in Fig. 6 , we have compared the results under different configurations, i.e., the number of app developers. It is interesting to see that, although the classification model trained with all the features is slightly better than the one trained with code-level features only, the improvement is not that much, ranging from 3% to 9% under different conditions, in an average of 5%. Combining with resource-level and configuration-level features could perform a better prediction though.
Finding #2: Code-level features are good indicators to reflect developer specific characteristics, while opcoderelated features and array-related features are the most important. Combining with resource-level and configuration-level features could perform a better prediction though.

E. RQ3: THE IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF THE RELEASED APPS
As our approach is based on the assumption that we have already obtained the knowledge of candidate developers,i.e., a number of apps released by each developer, thus the number of apps released by the developer may affect our prediction model. Therefore, in the following, we further analyze the impact of the number of released apps for known app developers.
Classification: We have categorized the developers of our dataset into three different groups based on the number of released apps. The first group contains the developers who have released only 2 to 5 apps (83 developers in total), the second group contains the developers who have released 6 to 9 apps (47 developers in total), and the last group contains the developers who have released over 10 apps (126 developers in total). Result: As shown in Fig. 7 , with the number of the released apps growing, the average prediction error rates decrease. For example, considering the number of target developers is 80, the prediction accuracy for the active developer group (released over 10 apps) is 82%, while the percentage for the developers who released at most 5 apps is 63% only. This result suggest that, our prediction model could learn more developing-related characteristics once we have more existing knowledge of the developer candidates, which could help improve the accuracy of our classification model.
Finding #3:
Our prediction model is acceptable for different developer groups with regard to the number of released apps. In general, the more released apps, the higher accuracy our classification model could achieve, as we could learn more developing-related characteristics once we have more existing knowledge of the developer candidates.
F. RQ4: THE IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF RELEASED APP CATEGORIES
We further evaluate whether the prediction result of AppAuth is affected by the diversity of app categories. To this end, we have categorized the candidate developers in our dataset into three different groups, here we only consider the developers who have released over 10 apps (152 developers in total). The first group contains the developers who has released only 1 category of apps (47 developers in total), the second one contains the developers who has released 2 to 5 categories of apps (53 developers in total), and the last group contains the developers who has released over 5 categories of apps (52 developers in total).
Result: As shown in Fig. 8 , with the number of released app categories growing, the average prediction error rates increase. For example, considering the number of target developers is 40, the prediction accuracy for the developers who released only one categories is 91%, while the accuracy decreases to 75% for the developers who released apps with over 5 categories. This result suggests that, our classification model performs better for developers who have released apps with stable categories, as apps in the same categories may share more similarity in general and we could learn more stylish features from them.
Finding #4: The number of released app categories do slightly impact our prediction model. Although our model performs better for developers who have released apps with stable categories, it also works well for developer who has released multiple categories of apps.
G. RQ5: THE IMPACT OF THIRD-PARTY LIBRARIES
Previous work suggested that third-party libraries (e.g., ad libraries and social networking libraries) are widely used in Android apps, which account for over 60% of code on average [11] . Considering that the code of third-party libraries were not released by the same developer of the hosting app, which may introduce the noisy that affects the classification results.
Thus, we further analyze the impact of third-party libraries on our prediction results. We use LibRadar [33] , [34] , a stateof-the-art tool to identify third-party libraries in Android apps. We have removed all the code-level features introduced by third-party libraries and re-evaluated our prediction model. To our surprise, as shown in Fig. 9 , the prediction model performs similar with and without considering third-party libraries. For example, considering all the 256 developers as the candidates, the prediction accuracy is 77% before filtering third-party libraries, while the result increases slightly after filtering the noisy, and the accuracy is 78% finally. In general, third-party libraries may introduce high impact to the classification result, as different kinds of stylish features may introduce by third-party libraries, which could obfuscate our model. We further analyzed several samples, and found two possible explanations. The first reason is that, certain developers tend to use same third-party libraries to develop Android apps, such as using certain kinds of advertising libraries to earn the money or using certain kinds of socializing libraries to popularize the app. To some extent, the use of third-party libraries also reflects the characteristics of developers. For the second reason, we found that LibRadar may miss some libraries, as it was released three years ago, which may cannot cover the new kinds of libraries and newer versions. Nevertheless, our evaluation results suggest that AppAuth could achieve promising results in all the cases.
Finding #5: Third-party libraries have neglect impacts to our prediction model, which suggests that our prediction model is resilient to the noise introduced by thirdparty libraries.
H. RQ6: INDEPENDENT DEVELOPERS VS. DEVELOPMENT TEAMS
We further evaluate the gap between independent developers and development teams, with regard to the prediction performance. To this end, we have manually categorized the developers of our dataset into two different groups by resorting to the search engine (i.e., Google and Baidu), here we only consider the developers who have released over 5 apps (185 developers in total). We use some heuristics to differentiate the independent developers and development teams. For example, if the developer name contains ''INC'', ''Company'', and ''Studio'', we will consider it as a developer group. While if the developer name looks like a general person's name, we will flag it as an independent developer. At last, we have labelled 89 independent developers, and 96 development teams in total.
Result: As shown in Fig. 10 , compare to the independent developers, the average prediction error rates for development teams increase slightly. For example, considering the number of target developers is 80, the prediction accuracy for the independent developers is 83%, while the accuracy decreases to 79% for the development teams. This result suggests that, our classification model performs better for independent developers, as apps released by independent developers may share more similarity in general and present more personal coding style of developers. Whereas apps released by development teams may follow in same coding rules or specific templates but coding by individual developers with diverse coding style indeed.
Finding #6: Our approach works well on both independent developers and development teams, with no much performance differences.
V. AUTHORSHIP ATTRIBUTION FOR APP CLONES IN THE WILD
Our aforementioned evaluation has shown the effectiveness of proposed approach in flagging the original author of a given app clone pair. In this Section, we further seek to apply our tool to perform authorship attribution for the app clones in the wild.
A. USAGE SCENARIO
The usage scenario of authorship attribution for app clones in the real-world is much simpler than our aforementioned evaluation. Given a pair of app clones or a cluster of clone apps detected by state-of-the-art approaches, how can we predict which one is the original app and who is the authentic author? Our key idea is to predict the authors of all the clone apps using our tool, if they can reach a consensus, i.e., our tool predicts all the apps in a clone pair belong to one author, we will then regard the author as original author.
As shown in Fig. 11 , for a given app clone pair (with two apps), we first retrieve the developer signatures for both FIGURE 11. The usage scenario of authorship attribution for app clones. VOLUME 7, 2019 of them. Then, we seek to collect all the apps released by these two developers using various sources (e.g., AndroZoo). Based on the released history of these two developers, we will then trained a model as aforementioned in Section III-C. Then, we will apply this model to the two candidate apps, predicting the author of them, respectively. If the prediction result is identical for both of them, suggesting that these two similar apps preserve more developing related features of the corresponding developer, and then we will regard the developer as authentic one. Otherwise, if the prediction result is different for the two apps, our authorship attribution method failed then, as we cannot accurately infer the original developer for them. The detailed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Framework of Authorship Attribution for Android App Clones
Require:
A pair of clone apps, App 1 , App 2 ;
The developers for these two apps, Dev 1 , Dev 2 ;
Other apps for these two developers, Set 1 , Set 2 ; Ensure:
The real creator of these two apps, RC; Here, we use the motivating example as shown in Table 1 to show how our prediction model works. As shown in Fig. 12 , we first generate the feature vectors for these two apps, then we collect other apps release by the corresponding developers, i.e., openapps and teamapp. After that, we feed all the apps (except App1 and App2) to AppAuth to train a prediction model for openapps and teamapp. Next, we utilize this prediction model to calculate the prediction probability of openapps and teamapp for App1 and App2 respectively. Here AppAuth predicts that App1 and App2 are both 72.8% for openapps and 27.2% for teamapp, so we identify openapps as the real creator for these clone pair.
C. EXPERIMENT RESULT
Dataset Collection: We first take advantage of previous work [18] to collect 75 pairs of repackaged apps (150 apps in total) from Androzoo [32] . These app clone pairs were flagged by code-similarity based detection approach. Our goal is to predict the authentic author for each of them.
Result: For each app clone pair, we first retrieve all the released apps for the corresponding two developer signatures by querying AndroZoo. Then we trained a classification model using the historical released apps of them. We have trained 75 different model (one model for each app clone pair), and we have performed 150 times of prediction.
For 69 of the 75 app pairs (92%), our prediction model classified the two apps in the clone pair belong to one single author. This result suggested that, our approach could identify the original author of the app clones in most cases.
D. FURTHER ANALYSIS
We further manually analyzed the 6 outlier cases, seeking to pinpoint the reasons that we failed to infer the original authors of them. We have summarized the following three main reasons:
• Both of the apps in the clone pair were repackaged from the real one. We found that 3 of the 6 cases fall into this reason. For example, there are two apps with package name ''FullmetalWarriorsII'' in our dataset, and their corresponding developers names are ''DC'' (released in March 2014) and ''ewe'' (released in June 2013). However, by resorting to the search engines, we found that the real original developer is actually named ''Jin Chen'' (app released in August 2010). And for the other apps these 2 developer released, we notice that they are almost the repackaged apps with the forged like package name end up with irregular random character sequences, e.g., ''com.dianwan99.dawoyicidsfsd'', ''mobi.shoumeng.smfishingXNdsf'', and ''org.meilituku. tyuyjuyj''. As the labeled app clones from AndroZoo do not contain the original app and the authentic developer, it is no doubt that our approach would fail.
• The apps were released by same developer with different signatures (certifications). For example, we found a group of labeled apps in Androzoo's dataset, which has the certifications named ''BHInc'' and ''BH Inc'' at the same time, and their package names start with ''com.bh.superflashcard.'' and end up with ''.android'', such as ''com.bh.superflashcard.chinese. android'' and ''com.bh.superflashcard.englishslovenian. android''. By manually analyzing these apps, we found that they are released by the same developer, while the developers has more than one key.
FIGURE 12.
A case study of authorship attribution for the motivating example app clone pair (cf. Table 1 ).
• The apps are created by using framework development tools. During our manually examination, we found that for two cases, the apps in the clone pair were totally created by the same app development framework, and the apps released by the two corresponding developers were also created by such framework. For example, ''Screensaver Factory'' is a powerful screensaver development tool that users can use to create beautiful screensavers for entertainment, or to create a shared screensaver for business environment with a registration mechanism. We found a number of labeled apps released by different developers in Androzoo's dataset are developed by this framework tool. Their package names is similar, which all start with ''com.mobi.screensaver.'', such as ''com.mobi.screensaver.London6'' and ''com. mobi.screensaver.touming10''. In fact, the library detection tool should identify such framework and then remove it during feature generation. However, as LibRadar was trained several years ago and it does not cover such framework. Thus, it is hard for us to distinguish them, or in other words, they were not truly app clones.
VI. DISCUSSION
A. THREATS TO VALIDITY
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first attempt in the research community towards detecting the authorship of app clones in a systematic way. The implementation of AppAuth, however, carries some limitations. First, we do not consider the coding style of native code library files in Android App. Native code is the C/C++ code which developers can use Android NDK to embed into there Android apps. It is usually used to allow developers mitigate their apps between platforms or provide their own libraries for reuse. Thus, native code may also contain the author's custom code and could reveal the coding habit of the author. But here in our work, we temporary do not concern the developingrelated features in this part of code. Second, though our methodology have the capability of handling simple obfuscation methods (e.g., naming obfuscation by Proguard 8 ), we cannot dealing with the Android apps which are heavily obfuscated to hind from reversing tools. Since our code-level features are all structural feature and present as ratio valve, simple obfuscation methods such as code exchange could barely affect the extraction result. But if we meet the highlevel and intensive obfuscation techniques (e.g., encryption and shell package), particularly if the decompiler is not available, it seems that we could only drop these kinds of Android App samples. Third, we empirically found that our approach is highly related to the existing knowledge of the developer candidates, i.e., the more apps we gathered, the more accurate our model could achieve. However, for the authorship attribution tasks in the wild, it is quite possible that we may cannot collect enough historical apps released by the corresponding developers. Furthermore, our approach relies on the idea that developers may leave some coding styles and developing behaviors in the binary code, which has been demonstrated to be reliable and effective in previous studies. It is quite possible that if the developers have changed greatly with regard to all the features we considered in this paper, which will lead to the potential failure of our approach. However, our evaluation suggested that our approach could achieve promising prediction results under different conditions, which in turn indicate the key idea is feasible and could be applied to most of the developers. Moreover, we cannot handle the case that the plagiarists have repackaged all the apps one developer released (and only repackaged his apps), and camouflaged as the original developer, as both of them have almost identical developing-related features. We leave the analysis of these techniques along with respect to their impact on Android authorship attribution to future work.
B. IMPLICATION
In this work, we tackle the open challenge in the app clone detection domain. Our approach acts as a complement to existing app clone detection studies, which could greatly extend the usage scenario of app clone detection techniques. For example, app market maintainers could combine existing app clone detection techniques with our approach to flag the pirated apps. Our work suggested that predicting the authorship of mobile app is feasible, which could be further adopted 8 https://www.guardsquare.com/en/products/proguard to other interesting research directions, including malware authorship detection and attack tracing. Our work also shed a light on combining program analysis and machine learning techniques to address the traditional software engineering challenges.
VII. RELATED WORK
Our work is mainly closing to two lines of studies: authorship attribution, and app repackaging detection. We further divided the authorship attribution studies into two categories, either source code level or binary code level.
A. AUTHORSHIP ATTRIBUTION OF SOURCE CODE
Code authorship attribution is to identify the author of a given code. It has been studied for decades since the first work of Krusl and Spafford [35] , mainly based on source code or binary code. For the authorship attribution of source code, Burrows et al. [36] summarized the techniques into information retrieval ranking and machine learning two categories. Feature definition and extraction play an important role in both two techniques and previous work usually takes stylometry features as classification bases. Ding and Samadzadeh [37] adapted Krusl's feature metrics for Java language, and implemented 67.2% accuracy for 46 programmers. Afterwards several research groups [38] , [39] defined their own feature sets on the basis of previous feature sets. Among them Frantzeskou et al. [40] achieved a higher accuracy 96.9% with 30 programmers. However, these work mainly looks at small scale problem and uses non-structural features. For this, Caliskan-Islam et al. [25] first used structural features to achieve the highest accuracy at a larger scale. Their random forest and abstract syntax tree-based approach could attribute 1600 and 250 authors with 94% and 98% accuracy respectively. Until now these research communities have demonstrated that stylometry features such as comments, layout features, naming patterns contribute authorship attribution of source code. However, these stylometry features for source code are vulnerable for code obfuscation and the majority do not exist in binary code.
B. AUTHORSHIP ATTRIBUTION OF BINARY CODE
Identifying programmers from compiled binary code is considerably more difficult than from readable textual source code. For traditional binary code's authorship attribution work, Rosenblum et al. [22] first present a machine learning methodology based on supervised classification with a support vector machine to identify the authors of compiled code and achieve 77% accuracy with 20 candidate developers. Islam et al. [20] focus on AST and CFG of byte level n-gram features based on random forests classification and obtain attribution accuracy of up to 96% with 100 candidate programmers. Gonzalez et al. [21] focus on the usage of data structures and opcodes associated with data structures manipulations based on random forests classification and achieve 97.5% accuracy with 37 candidate developers. Kalgutkar et al. [23] focus on strings of word level 3-gram features based on linear SVM classification and achieve 98% accuracy with 40 candidate developers. However, these features for binary code are usually extracted only from complied executable binary codes, whereas Android app is consisted of not only Dex binary code but also resources and configuration files which could also reflect the stylistic characteristics of developers.
C. APP CLONE/REPACKAGING DETECTION Android app clone detection has attracted a large number of research efforts in our community, and various kinds of approaches have been proposed. Several earlier approaches use simple features such as hashing. CLAN [41] detects similar Java apps just using the frequency of Java API calls. DroidMOSS [7] collects the syntactic instruction sequences to extract features, then generates fingerprints by using fuzzy hashing [42] . Juxtapp [8] utilizes feature hashing [43] to detect the reuse of code pattern in Android apps. FSquaDRA [12] and PlayDrone [14] perform fast detection by using resource signatures. Androguard 9 identifies method relevant metrics to calculates the similarity score of apps. Zhou et al. [9] proposed a module decompiling technique to partition an app's code into primary and non-primary modules, then extracts semantic features from the primary modules to detect ''piggybacked'' apps. ViewDroid [15] utilizes user interface based birthmark to detect app clones, which is more resilient to code obfuscation. However, for the detection of apps with few views, the false positive ratio is high. In general, these coarse-grained techniques using simple features are fast, while providing relatively less accurate results.
There are also detection techniques using more complicated features. DNADroid [4] detects cloned apps by comparing the Program Dependence Graphs (PDG) between methods in candidate apps. Wang et al. [44] leveraged counting-based code clone detection techniques, which also faces scalability difficulties because of their complexity. AdDarwin [45] splits PDGs into connected components and extract semantics vector for each component. Semantic vectors are calculated by counting the occurrence frequency of specific types (e.g., binary operation type). AdDarwin also uses semantics vectors to detect external libraries. Chen et al. [46] use the geometry characteristic (centroid) of dependency graphs to measure the similarity between methods of two apps. Their solution has demonstrated to be both scalable and accurate. WuKong [11] was proposed to address two challenges. The first one is the impact of thirdparty libraries, and the second one is the scalability and accuracy issues. Thus, a clustering-based approach was proposed to remove third-party libraries, and a two-phase detection approach was proposed to achieve both accuracy and scalability. CLANdroid [47] automatically detect closely related Android apps by relying on advanced information retrieval techniques and five semantic anchors: identifiers, Android APIs, intents, permissions, and sensors. But it requires a 9 https://code.google.com/archive/p/androguard/ time consuming corpus preprocessing step. RepDetector [12] extracts input-output states of core functions in the app to capture an app's semantics and then compare function and app similarity, whereas it expects a complicated runtime environment with hard-coded platform dependencies. DroidClone [48] uses an intermediate language (MAIL) for finding code clones in Android apps, which helps it leverage specific control flow patterns for reducing the effect of obfuscations and provides automation and platform independence. GroupDroid [49] is based on static analysis and works by computing the control flow graph of each method and encoding it in a feature vector used to measure similarities.
Although previous studies have proposed diverse approaches to detect app clones accurately, it is widely acknowledged that recognizing the original app in a repackaging pair is an open challenge [18] . A number of stateof-the-art approaches depend on such heuristics to flag repackaged apps in the wild. As aforementioned, these heuristics were not fully reliable in a sophisticated malware development scenario, which could be easily bypassed malicious developers.
VIII. CONCLUSION
It is widely acknowledged that recognizing the original app in an app clone pair is an open challenge. We make the first attempt in this work towards detecting the authorship of app clones in a systematic way. We propose AppAuth: a learning-based approach, which first extracts various kinds of developing-related features from the different levels of Android apps, and then use a machinelearning based approach to train a classification model. Based on a set of comprehensive experiments, the results suggest that AppAuth is able to infer the authorship for app clones with high precision. We believe our efforts could positively contribute to the research community and boost the research of app repacking detection and authorship attribution studies. HAOYU WANG received the Ph.D. degree in computer science from Peking University, in 2016. He was a Visiting Ph.D. Student with Carnegie Mellon University for one year. He is currently an Assistant Professor with the School of Computer Science, Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications. His research interests include the intersection of program analysis, privacy and security, and mobile systems. VOLUME 7, 2019 
